
Students don’t forget
Sometimes students who 

have spent their lives being resilient 
and independent aren’t exactly 
anticipating assistance. Three years 
ago, when Tristan Lombard was 
contacted to ask what he would like 
to order for his dorm room, he says 
he thought it was all a joke or  
a scam. “You learn not to depend on 
other people,” says Lombard, now a  
20-year-old senior. 

Kicked out of his mom’s home at 13 and removed from his 
father’s by court mandate at 15, Lombard transferred high schools 
five times in four years — he took Algebra II with four different 
teachers — and had bounced between the couch of his older 
sister in Los Angeles to that of his cousins in California’s Central 
Valley to various friends in between. Unlike many other CISN 
students, Lombard was never in foster care. 

He is the first of his eight siblings to attend a major 
university and one of just four in his 4,000-student high 

school in Los Angeles (the last he attended) to be accepted 
to Cal. Because of his fractured family life, Lombard says 
he always worked and/or participated in after-school 
activities — often staying out until 11 p.m. to avoid 
going home. 

He says CISN has been most useful in connecting 
him with housing and to a mentor who helped him  

land a high-profile internship in Washington, D.C. a few 
summers ago. 

Lombard says he has enjoyed being invited to 
Chancellor Birgeneau’s home for a holiday reception for CISN 
students — a tradition that began three years ago — and that 
the Chancellor’s wife, Mary Catherine, always remembers him 
by name. It means a lot. 

 “Students don’t forget,” says Lombard of the help and 
connections he’s received from CISN. “I know I’m not going  
to forget.” 
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One life can make a difference.  
You can make a difference. 

Make a final expression of lasting commitment to Cal 
through your will or living trust. A “charitable bequest” 
is a simple clause that states that a certain dollar 
amount, or a certain percentage, or the entire residual 
of the estate (after all other gifts are made) shall pass 
to UC Berkeley.

By letting us know of your intended generosity, we 
will be able us to ensure that your wishes match the 
University’s needs and invite you into the Benjamin 
Ide Wheeler Society.

Sample of “charitable bequest” language:

“I give ______* to the UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY FOUNDATION, a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation, to provide endowed support to be 
used at the discretion of the Chancellor on the Berkeley campus of the University 
of California.”

*For example, “$_____” or “_____ % (or all) of the residue of my estate.”

If you are interested in supporting specific programs, please contact the Office of 
Gift Planning so that we can work together to match your philanthropic desires 
with UC Berkeley’s most pressing needs. Properly documenting your gift intention 
ensures that your desires are carried out for generations to come.

  Fiat Lux! 
  Kevin T. Crilly 
  Director, Office of Gift Planning

Notes from the Director
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As I mark my fifth anniversary as Chancellor of UC Berkeley this fall, I am extremely 
gratified by the opportunity to serve this great university and its generations of loyal alumni. It 
is true that I have been fortunate in my career to teach at many remarkable universities including 
Oxford, MIT, Yale, and Toronto, but as I have said on more than one occasion: My only regret is that I 
did not come here sooner! 

In these five years, I have been determined to uphold and strengthen both “Access and Excellence” at UC 
Berkeley. I believe firmly that we have a responsibility to ensure that all high-achieving students 
— whether they come from poverty or privilege, from the farms of the Central Valley or the suburbs 
of Los Angeles — have access to this premier public university. It is an issue of equity, but it is also 
one of opportunity for UC Berkeley. The diversity of our faculty, staff, and student body emboldens our 
scholarship, deepens our research, and broadens our engagement in public service. 

Within the UC Berkeley community, we find so many extraordinary people and projects 
— including a few that you will read about in this issue of Cal Futures. From the work of Vincent 
Resh, an entomologist in the College of Natural Resources, whose hands-on research has saved 30 
million people in West Africa from blindness to the Berkeley staff members who pitched in their 
own money and time to ensure that every Cal student who comes to campus from foster care or 
is legally independent has emotional support, a mentor, and even new sheets. I have seen how our 
Cal family moves mountains globally and locally. 

I look forward to my future at UC Berkeley and expect nothing less than greatness in 
our laboratories, in our classrooms, and in our soaring vision of what a university can be. I am 
committed to ensuring, with your help,  that UC Berkeley continues to grow — both internally 
and externally — to benefit the people on this campus, in California, and throughout the world. 

 — Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau 

Great news if you’re . . .
• At least 70 ½ years old,

• Taking distributions from your IRA (this year distributions are not mandatory but you may still take them), and

• Looking for a way to support Cal tax-free . . . 

New legislation allows you to make gifts directly to Cal totaling up to $100,000 a year from your Roth or Traditional IRA — without 

incurring income tax on the withdrawal. The provision is effective only for the 2009 tax year, so you must act by December 31 to take 

full advantage of this golden opportunity.  For more information,  contact us at 800.200.0575, or e-mail us at ogp@berkeley.edu.

continued from page 3
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Message  from Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau

                 Who is this
Famous Alum?

   Answer inside!

A

Tristan Lombard
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Stemming River Blindness in West Africa
If you question whether one life can really make a 

difference in the world, consider the work of Vincent Resh. 
The UC Berkeley entomology professor endured a debilitating 
infection and countless bites from black flies to ensure that some 
30 million people on the shelf of countries facing the Gulf of 
Guinea, from the verdant forests of Guinea-Bissau and Senegal to 
the west, to the ancient trading crossroads of Benin to the east, 
can avoid contracting onchocerciasis — river blindness. 

The disease of river blindness once afflicted as many 
as three in ten adults in some areas of West Africa. It is caused 
by a nematode roundworm harbored by biting black flies 
that swarm over waterways. Once inside a human body, the 

parasites proliferate by the hundreds of 
thousands, causing unsightly skin 

discolorations, continual itching and 
lesions, and eventually obliterating 
sight. The cascading consequences 
for communities — where children 
were pulled from school to lead blind 
elders by the hand — was devastating. 
Healthcare workers and teachers 
were reluctant to work in infected 
rural areas for fear of contracting the 
disease. Some of the region’s most 
fertile farmland — an area roughly the 
size of Michigan — was abandoned 
because people feared the disease. 

Resh spent 15 years working 
with an international coalition 
that included the World Health 

Organization and United Nations 
on a massive program to control river 

blindness in 11 West African countries. He 
and his team treated infected residents with doses of the anti-
parasitic drug ivermectin, which averted blindness and removed 
the human reservoir of the disease. Resh helped break the cycle 

of transmission from 
human to fly by using 
widespread, long-
term insecticide 
applications to 
control black fly 
populations. At 
the same time, he 
monitored river 
organisms to 
ensure that the 
biodiversity of the 
rivers — a major 
source of food — 
remained intact. 

Resh’s goal 
was to kill the black fly 
larvae maturing in river 
waters while keeping the 
water safe for people to drink. He 
also needed to ensure that insects, fish, 
and other creatures would recolonize treated 
waterways. “The biggest fear is that we would get rid of the disease 
and suddenly lose the protein source — the fish,” Resh says. 

Bigger than yourself
On the road and in the rivers for weeks at a time to visit 

sampling sites, organize personnel, and train local contacts, 
Resh was exposed to both biting flies and infection. “We would 
spread grease, like Vaseline, over ourselves. And if you missed 
any place, the flies would find you and go straight in through 
your sleeves. It was just awful.” Even so, he says, his suffering 
was minimal compared to that of residents, who might sustain 
10,000 black fly bites a year, each bite threatening to infect or to 
aggravate existing disease. 

“I came to know a fascinating group of people on a 
very intimate basis because we shared everything. It became 
clear to me early on that we were all deeply committed to the 

Answer to “Famous Alum”
Marguerite Higgins ’41 was a pioneering female war correspondent. After 
writing for the Daily Californian as a UC Berkeley undergraduate, Higgins received 
her master’s degree from Columbia. She worked for the New York Herald Tribune, 
filing stories from London, Paris, and Germany during World War II. When war broke 
out in Korea in 1950, she was among the first U.S. reporters on the scene, but was 
ordered out of the country by General Walton Walker. Higgins appealed to General 

Douglas MacArthur who sent a telegram to the Herald Tribune: “Ban on women 
correspondents in Korea has been lifted. Marguerite Higgins is held in highest 
professional esteem by everyone.” Higgins won the Pulitzer Prize for international 
reporting in 1951 — sharing the award with five male colleagues. While in Vietnam 
for Newsday in 1965, she contracted a disease that led to her death at age 45. 
Higgins was married to a major general in the U.S. Air Force and had two children. 
She was featured on a U.S. postage stamp in 2002. 
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Our Cal Family —  importance of this project and were willing to make personal 
sacrifices,” Resh says.

Resh has paid a steep price for his African travels. In 
the 1990s, he acquired a lung parasite that made him so ill 

for three years that he nearly retired. Even so, he has no 
regrets. “The work I did in Africa was the defining point in 

my life,” says Resh, who turned the program over in 
2002 to the Africans he helped to train. “It was a 

very humanizing experience. When I was really 
sick with lung problems, I wondered whether 
what I had done was worth it. But you learn 
that there are things that are bigger than yourself 
— that 30 million is better than one.”

Cal Independent Scholars Network
Berkeley sophomore Lashay Massey,  

19, spent her life in foster-care with her 
biological sisters and a guardian she called 
“grandma.” When she arrived at UC Berkeley 

as the first of her sisters to attend a four-year 
university, she didn’t have money for books, let 

alone for dorm-room necessities. 
A counselor connected Massey to Deborah 

Lowe Martinez ’76, the “part-time” coordinator of the Cal 
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in service globally and locally 

A woman in Mali with river blindness.

Vincent Resh with a boy in West Africa.

Lashay Massey

only one small bag. She assumed the dorms would provide 
bedding, like shelters do. They don’t. Armstrong watched her 
new roommate unpack a roomful of belongings and then leave 
for dinner with her family. She cried herself to sleep that night.

Kniffin spread Armstrong’s story to Berkeley colleagues 
and was immediately flooded with donations and offers to 
help. At that time, Cal had no system for supporting former 
foster youth, orphaned students, or others who might arrive 
with few belongings and have little or no emotional, financial, 
or logistical resources from family. 

 Four years later, CISN is funded by a swath of generous 
Berkeley staff, alumni, and friends including Coleman Fung, 
Gary and Alison Beckman, Steve and Beth Bangert, among many 
others. When the Carnegie Corporation named Chancellor 
Birgeneau the recipient of its 2008 Academic Leadership Award 
with a $500,000 grant, he immediately designated $50,000 to 
CISN to fund an endowment for the program.

Pay it forward
“I have two college-age boys, and I couldn’t imagine 

them going through that experience without me or their 
dad,” says CISN director and Cal parent Martinez, whose 
contagious energy makes anything seem possible. 

This fall, CISN welcomes 19 new students, for a 
total of 55 students being served in the program.  Before 
the term begins, Martinez ensures that each incoming 
student has necessary housing supplies. Sheets, towels, 
comforters, pillows, and other items (selected by the students 
themselves) arrive in boxes that crowd her small office in the 
Cesar E. Chavez Student Center before  being delivered by 
CISN volunteers.

Martinez also enlists a corps of campus volunteers to 
serve as mentors, carefully making matches that she thinks will 
be personally and academically satisfying. CISN hosts monthly 
academic and enrichment workshops to cover topics such as 
academic advising, financial aid, study strategies, and résumé 
and interviewing skills. The group builds community by 
bringing students together for dinners year-round.

A “pay it forward” organization, CISN asks students to 
give back to their community in some way after receiving support 
themselves. Martinez says students do so even without being 
asked, as volunteers for CISN or in other organizations. 

While nearly all of the CISN students are awarded 
need-based scholarships, Martinez explains that many are 
also awarded merit-based scholarships such as Regents and 
Gates Millenium because of their academic excellence. “Each 
CISN student got here because they earned their way in,” she says. 

Like all students receiving financial aid, CISN students 
are still asked to contribute approximately $8,500 each year. 
Additional funding to CISN could provide scholarships to 
offset this “self-help” portion of a student’s financial aid 
package in order to reduce debt and work obligations. 

Independent Scholars Program (CISN), a child-welfare 
attorney who is the primary contact at UC Berkeley for new 
students who recently have aged-out of foster care, other 
state care, or are orphaned and certified independent by 
the financial aid office. “I just felt so loved,” says Massey, a 
brilliant smile spreading across her face, when she speaks about 
connecting with CISN. “Deborah became like a mother right then 
and there.” 

Residential and Student Services staff Michelle Kniffin 
and Nancy Jurich launched CISN four years ago on their own 
time and with their own money after hearing the story of 
Kimberly Armstrong ’06. As a former foster youth, Armstrong 
arrived in Berkeley by bus — an incoming freshman carrying 
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Students don’t forget
Sometimes students who 

have spent their lives being resilient 
and independent aren’t exactly 
anticipating assistance. Three years 
ago, when Tristan Lombard was 
contacted to ask what he would like 
to order for his dorm room, he says 
he thought it was all a joke or  
a scam. “You learn not to depend on 
other people,” says Lombard, now a  
20-year-old senior. 

Kicked out of his mom’s home at 13 and removed from his 
father’s by court mandate at 15, Lombard transferred high schools 
five times in four years — he took Algebra II with four different 
teachers — and had bounced between the couch of his older 
sister in Los Angeles to that of his cousins in California’s Central 
Valley to various friends in between. Unlike many other CISN 
students, Lombard was never in foster care. 

He is the first of his eight siblings to attend a major 
university and one of just four in his 4,000-student high 

school in Los Angeles (the last he attended) to be accepted 
to Cal. Because of his fractured family life, Lombard says 
he always worked and/or participated in after-school 
activities — often staying out until 11 p.m. to avoid 
going home. 

He says CISN has been most useful in connecting 
him with housing and to a mentor who helped him  

land a high-profile internship in Washington, D.C. a few 
summers ago. 

Lombard says he has enjoyed being invited to 
Chancellor Birgeneau’s home for a holiday reception for CISN 
students — a tradition that began three years ago — and that 
the Chancellor’s wife, Mary Catherine, always remembers him 
by name. It means a lot. 

 “Students don’t forget,” says Lombard of the help and 
connections he’s received from CISN. “I know I’m not going  
to forget.” 
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happy to provide  you with more specific ideas.
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One life can make a difference.  
You can make a difference. 

Make a final expression of lasting commitment to Cal 
through your will or living trust. A “charitable bequest” 
is a simple clause that states that a certain dollar 
amount, or a certain percentage, or the entire residual 
of the estate (after all other gifts are made) shall pass 
to UC Berkeley.

By letting us know of your intended generosity, we 
will be able us to ensure that your wishes match the 
University’s needs and invite you into the Benjamin 
Ide Wheeler Society.

Sample of “charitable bequest” language:

“I give ______* to the UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY FOUNDATION, a 
California nonprofit public benefit corporation, to provide endowed support to be 
used at the discretion of the Chancellor on the Berkeley campus of the University 
of California.”

*For example, “$_____” or “_____ % (or all) of the residue of my estate.”

If you are interested in supporting specific programs, please contact the Office of 
Gift Planning so that we can work together to match your philanthropic desires 
with UC Berkeley’s most pressing needs. Properly documenting your gift intention 
ensures that your desires are carried out for generations to come.

  Fiat Lux! 
  Kevin T. Crilly 
  Director, Office of Gift Planning

Notes from the Director
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As I mark my fifth anniversary as Chancellor of UC Berkeley this fall, I am extremely 
gratified by the opportunity to serve this great university and its generations of loyal alumni. It 
is true that I have been fortunate in my career to teach at many remarkable universities including 
Oxford, MIT, Yale, and Toronto, but as I have said on more than one occasion: My only regret is that I 
did not come here sooner! 

In these five years, I have been determined to uphold and strengthen both “Access and Excellence” at UC 
Berkeley. I believe firmly that we have a responsibility to ensure that all high-achieving students 
— whether they come from poverty or privilege, from the farms of the Central Valley or the suburbs 
of Los Angeles — have access to this premier public university. It is an issue of equity, but it is also 
one of opportunity for UC Berkeley. The diversity of our faculty, staff, and student body emboldens our 
scholarship, deepens our research, and broadens our engagement in public service. 

Within the UC Berkeley community, we find so many extraordinary people and projects 
— including a few that you will read about in this issue of Cal Futures. From the work of Vincent 
Resh, an entomologist in the College of Natural Resources, whose hands-on research has saved 30 
million people in West Africa from blindness to the Berkeley staff members who pitched in their 
own money and time to ensure that every Cal student who comes to campus from foster care or 
is legally independent has emotional support, a mentor, and even new sheets. I have seen how our 
Cal family moves mountains globally and locally. 

I look forward to my future at UC Berkeley and expect nothing less than greatness in 
our laboratories, in our classrooms, and in our soaring vision of what a university can be. I am 
committed to ensuring, with your help,  that UC Berkeley continues to grow — both internally 
and externally — to benefit the people on this campus, in California, and throughout the world. 

 — Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau 

Great news if you’re . . .
• At least 70 ½ years old,

• Taking distributions from your IRA (this year distributions are not mandatory but you may still take them), and

• Looking for a way to support Cal tax-free . . . 

New legislation allows you to make gifts directly to Cal totaling up to $100,000 a year from your Roth or Traditional IRA — without 

incurring income tax on the withdrawal. The provision is effective only for the 2009 tax year, so you must act by December 31 to take 

full advantage of this golden opportunity.  For more information,  contact us at 800.200.0575, or e-mail us at ogp@berkeley.edu.

continued from page 3
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Message  from Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau

                 Who is this
Famous Alum?

   Answer inside!

A

Tristan Lombard
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Please  call me/us      send information about: 

	 Gifts	that	pay	you	income

	 		Cash/Securities	($10,000	minimum)
	 		Real	Estate	($150,000	minimum)	

	 Gifts	the	University	can	use	today

	 		Real	Estate	
	 		Cash/Stocks/Mutual	Funds	

	 Gifts	that	take	effect	at	your	passing

	 		Bequest	
	 		Brokerage	Accounts
	 		Retirement	Plan	—	IRA/401(k)/403(b)/other
	 		Life	Insurance
	 		Personal	Residence	

	 I/We	have	already	included	Cal	in	my/our	estate	plan.

	 I	am/We	are	not	sure	which	gift	plan	would	work	best.	Please	contact	me/us.

( )   ( )

Name(s)

Best	time	of	day	to	contact	me/us:				 	a.m./p.m.

Home Phone    Business Phone

E-mail

Fall	’09

Stemming River Blindness in West Africa
If you question whether one life can really make a 

difference in the world, consider the work of Vincent Resh. 
The UC Berkeley entomology professor endured a debilitating 
infection and countless bites from black flies to ensure that some 
30 million people on the shelf of countries facing the Gulf of 
Guinea, from the verdant forests of Guinea-Bissau and Senegal to 
the west, to the ancient trading crossroads of Benin to the east, 
can avoid contracting onchocerciasis — river blindness. 

The disease of river blindness once afflicted as many 
as three in ten adults in some areas of West Africa. It is caused 
by a nematode roundworm harbored by biting black flies 
that swarm over waterways. Once inside a human body, the 

parasites proliferate by the hundreds of 
thousands, causing unsightly skin 

discolorations, continual itching and 
lesions, and eventually obliterating 
sight. The cascading consequences 
for communities — where children 
were pulled from school to lead blind 
elders by the hand — was devastating. 
Healthcare workers and teachers 
were reluctant to work in infected 
rural areas for fear of contracting the 
disease. Some of the region’s most 
fertile farmland — an area roughly the 
size of Michigan — was abandoned 
because people feared the disease. 

Resh spent 15 years working 
with an international coalition 
that included the World Health 

Organization and United Nations 
on a massive program to control river 

blindness in 11 West African countries. He 
and his team treated infected residents with doses of the anti-
parasitic drug ivermectin, which averted blindness and removed 
the human reservoir of the disease. Resh helped break the cycle 

of transmission from 
human to fly by using 
widespread, long-
term insecticide 
applications to 
control black fly 
populations. At 
the same time, he 
monitored river 
organisms to 
ensure that the 
biodiversity of the 
rivers — a major 
source of food — 
remained intact. 

Resh’s goal 
was to kill the black fly 
larvae maturing in river 
waters while keeping the 
water safe for people to drink. He 
also needed to ensure that insects, fish, 
and other creatures would recolonize treated 
waterways. “The biggest fear is that we would get rid of the disease 
and suddenly lose the protein source — the fish,” Resh says. 

Bigger than yourself
On the road and in the rivers for weeks at a time to visit 

sampling sites, organize personnel, and train local contacts, 
Resh was exposed to both biting flies and infection. “We would 
spread grease, like Vaseline, over ourselves. And if you missed 
any place, the flies would find you and go straight in through 
your sleeves. It was just awful.” Even so, he says, his suffering 
was minimal compared to that of residents, who might sustain 
10,000 black fly bites a year, each bite threatening to infect or to 
aggravate existing disease. 

“I came to know a fascinating group of people on a 
very intimate basis because we shared everything. It became 
clear to me early on that we were all deeply committed to the 

Answer to “Famous Alum”
Marguerite Higgins ’41 was a pioneering female war correspondent. After 
writing for the Daily Californian as a UC Berkeley undergraduate, Higgins received 
her master’s degree from Columbia. She worked for the New York Herald Tribune, 
filing stories from London, Paris, and Germany during World War II. When war broke 
out in Korea in 1950, she was among the first U.S. reporters on the scene, but was 
ordered out of the country by General Walton Walker. Higgins appealed to General 

Douglas MacArthur who sent a telegram to the Herald Tribune: “Ban on women 
correspondents in Korea has been lifted. Marguerite Higgins is held in highest 
professional esteem by everyone.” Higgins won the Pulitzer Prize for international 
reporting in 1951 — sharing the award with five male colleagues. While in Vietnam 
for Newsday in 1965, she contracted a disease that led to her death at age 45. 
Higgins was married to a major general in the U.S. Air Force and had two children. 
She was featured on a U.S. postage stamp in 2002. 

continued from previous page

How to contact the 
   Office of  Gift Planning

call 510.642.6300 or 800.200.0575 (toll free)
e-mail ogp@berkeley.edu
web berkeley.planyourlegacy.org

Our Cal Family —  importance of this project and were willing to make personal 
sacrifices,” Resh says.

Resh has paid a steep price for his African travels. In 
the 1990s, he acquired a lung parasite that made him so ill 

for three years that he nearly retired. Even so, he has no 
regrets. “The work I did in Africa was the defining point in 

my life,” says Resh, who turned the program over in 
2002 to the Africans he helped to train. “It was a 

very humanizing experience. When I was really 
sick with lung problems, I wondered whether 
what I had done was worth it. But you learn 
that there are things that are bigger than yourself 
— that 30 million is better than one.”

Cal Independent Scholars Network
Berkeley sophomore Lashay Massey,  

19, spent her life in foster-care with her 
biological sisters and a guardian she called 
“grandma.” When she arrived at UC Berkeley 

as the first of her sisters to attend a four-year 
university, she didn’t have money for books, let 

alone for dorm-room necessities. 
A counselor connected Massey to Deborah 

Lowe Martinez ’76, the “part-time” coordinator of the Cal 
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in service globally and locally 

A woman in Mali with river blindness.

Vincent Resh with a boy in West Africa.

Lashay Massey

only one small bag. She assumed the dorms would provide 
bedding, like shelters do. They don’t. Armstrong watched her 
new roommate unpack a roomful of belongings and then leave 
for dinner with her family. She cried herself to sleep that night.

Kniffin spread Armstrong’s story to Berkeley colleagues 
and was immediately flooded with donations and offers to 
help. At that time, Cal had no system for supporting former 
foster youth, orphaned students, or others who might arrive 
with few belongings and have little or no emotional, financial, 
or logistical resources from family. 

 Four years later, CISN is funded by a swath of generous 
Berkeley staff, alumni, and friends including Coleman Fung, 
Gary and Alison Beckman, Steve and Beth Bangert, among many 
others. When the Carnegie Corporation named Chancellor 
Birgeneau the recipient of its 2008 Academic Leadership Award 
with a $500,000 grant, he immediately designated $50,000 to 
CISN to fund an endowment for the program.

Pay it forward
“I have two college-age boys, and I couldn’t imagine 

them going through that experience without me or their 
dad,” says CISN director and Cal parent Martinez, whose 
contagious energy makes anything seem possible. 

This fall, CISN welcomes 19 new students, for a 
total of 55 students being served in the program.  Before 
the term begins, Martinez ensures that each incoming 
student has necessary housing supplies. Sheets, towels, 
comforters, pillows, and other items (selected by the students 
themselves) arrive in boxes that crowd her small office in the 
Cesar E. Chavez Student Center before  being delivered by 
CISN volunteers.

Martinez also enlists a corps of campus volunteers to 
serve as mentors, carefully making matches that she thinks will 
be personally and academically satisfying. CISN hosts monthly 
academic and enrichment workshops to cover topics such as 
academic advising, financial aid, study strategies, and résumé 
and interviewing skills. The group builds community by 
bringing students together for dinners year-round.

A “pay it forward” organization, CISN asks students to 
give back to their community in some way after receiving support 
themselves. Martinez says students do so even without being 
asked, as volunteers for CISN or in other organizations. 

While nearly all of the CISN students are awarded 
need-based scholarships, Martinez explains that many are 
also awarded merit-based scholarships such as Regents and 
Gates Millenium because of their academic excellence. “Each 
CISN student got here because they earned their way in,” she says. 

Like all students receiving financial aid, CISN students 
are still asked to contribute approximately $8,500 each year. 
Additional funding to CISN could provide scholarships to 
offset this “self-help” portion of a student’s financial aid 
package in order to reduce debt and work obligations. 

Independent Scholars Program (CISN), a child-welfare 
attorney who is the primary contact at UC Berkeley for new 
students who recently have aged-out of foster care, other 
state care, or are orphaned and certified independent by 
the financial aid office. “I just felt so loved,” says Massey, a 
brilliant smile spreading across her face, when she speaks about 
connecting with CISN. “Deborah became like a mother right then 
and there.” 

Residential and Student Services staff Michelle Kniffin 
and Nancy Jurich launched CISN four years ago on their own 
time and with their own money after hearing the story of 
Kimberly Armstrong ’06. As a former foster youth, Armstrong 
arrived in Berkeley by bus — an incoming freshman carrying 
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